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reading music: common notation - university of florida - to write music, however, is on a sta . in fact,
this type of written music is so ubiquitous that it is called common notation . 1.1.1 the sta the sta (plural
staves ) is written as ve horizontal parallel lines. most of the notes (section 2.1) of the music are placed on one
of these lines or in a space in between lines. extra ledger lines may be ... from neumes to notes: the
evolution of music notation - music notation while western music is a diastematic music notation.2 even
within the parameters of diastematic notation the scope of notational forms is vast since various countries and
cultures developed individual forms of notation. differences consist of variations in 1 richard rastall, the
notation of western music (new york: st. martin’s asic music theory - corcoranhighschoolmusic.weebly understanding of basic music theory than all my private instructors combined.” —solstice 1221, anon. reader
in la read what folks have to say about the music theory book versatile enough to be used by middle schools,
universities, and adults! what’s new in basic music theory 2nd ed. brief survey of western musical styles much late-baroque music was written in polyphonic counterpoint (with several complex independent melodic
lines occurring simultaneously within a work). instruments were now used to accompany all types of vocal
music. sacred and secular styles became more similar, and purely instrumental music became widespread.
reading music on guitar - reading music on guitar part i - standard notation primer music is written on what
is called a staff, which consists of five lines and the four spaces between those lines. music for the guitar is
written in treble clefeble clef is also referred to as the g clef introduction to the class - dulcimers introduction to the class music is truly an art form. like poetry, acting, and painting, it is a means of
communicating the thoughts, feelings, and messages of the author or performer. music, however, specifically
utilizes our sense of hearing to communicate the art form. music has been around before the appearance of
man on the earth. bell music reading course - clear-lake - •some music is written in a key that requires all
of certain notes to be sharp or flat. •in this case we create a key signature •this is the key of f. •all b’s
throughout the music would be bb, unless changed for a specific measure. 31 historical periods, musical
styles, and principal genres ... - historical periods, musical styles, and principal genres in western music
students are encouraged to listen to several examples of each style at online sources available through
classical music, naxos, or other online sites and to listen for the characteristics given below. middle ages (also
referred to as medieval music): 800-1400. chapter 1 the elements of music - western michigan
university - chapter 1: the elements of music 6 imitative texture: imitation is a special type of polyphonic
texture produced whenever a musical idea is echoed from "voice" to "voice". although imitation can be used in
monophonic styles, it is more prevalent in polyphonic art-music—
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